
Simplification in Art
1. Simplification in art is when a subject is portrayed in

fewer lines, shapes, tones, textures, forms and
colours thanitappears inreal life.

2. Simplification can be found in artwork throughout
history,datingall thewayback totheStoneAge.

3. To simplify effectively an artists focuses on the
essential shapes, forms, textures or colours of their
subjectandignoressecondarydetails.

4. Simplification is used to create an artistic style and
giveacertainmood toanimage.

5. Simplification can be used to communicate a
message muchmoredirectly,such astrafficsigns.

Artistic Styles

1. Realistic Art: Artwork that depicts images from the real world in an accurate way
2. Idealised Art: Artwork that depicts images from the real world in a realistic way, but 

perfected. 
3. Expressionist Art: Artwork that depicts people, objects or places in a stylised way. 

This artwork tries to show the mood or energy of what it shows, not it’s physical 
appearance in a realistic way.

4. Abstract Art: artwork that uses the Formal Elements of Art to create images and 
compositions that do not depict images from the world.
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17000 years old Cave Painting

Modern Art

Traffic signs

SECTION A – Tertiary Colour Wheel

There are two main categories of colours on a basic Colour Wheel; the
Primary and the Secondary colours. Each colour, however, has its own
Tints, Tones and Shades. See below what each term means

Hue
“Hue” is the term used to 
describe a colour in its 
purest form.

Hue White
Tint

A “Tint” is what you get when you 
blend a Hue (pure colour) with white.

Hue Grey
Tone

A “Tone” is what you get when you 
blend a Hue (pure colour) with grey.

Hue Black
Shade

A “Tone” is what you get when you 
blend a Hue (pure colour) with black.

SECTION B – Hue, Tints, Tones, Shades



Section F

1. Should you use a lot of water when painting with water colours?
2. How many times should you swipe your brush on the water colour blocks to get a 

vibrant colour?
3. How can you make sure you can effectively clean your brush in your water pot?
4. What do you call the effect when you go from one colour into another, without having 

a clear boarder between the two colours?
5. What should you also add to your Hues in your painting to make your work look 3D?

Questions
Y9 Spr1: Colour Theory, Georgia O’Keeffe

Colouring with Oil Pastels, Painting with Water Colours

Section A

1. What is special about the primary 
colours?

2. How can you make secondary 
colours?

3. Which are the secondary colours?
4. How can you make tertiary colours?
5. Which are the tertiary colours?
6. How many colours are there on a 

tertiary colour wheel?

Section B

1. What is a Hue?
2. How can you make a Tint of a Hue?
3. Where would you use a Tint?
4. How can you make a Tone of a Hue?
5. Where would you use a Tone?
6. How can you make a Shade of a 

Hue?
7. Where would you use a Shade?

SECTION E – Oil Pastels

Section E

1. How can you get a vibrant colour
using oil pastels?

2. How can you get a lighter colour using 
oil pastels?

3. How can you get a darker colour using 
oil pastels?

1. Create an 
Underpainting - It may be 
a good idea to create a 
loose underpainting of 
values and layer local 
colours on top.

2. Slowly Build Up 
Applications - Adding 
large quantities of pastel 
too quickly can lead to 
muddied colours.

3. Clean Up the Edges 
with a Background - You 
can define the edges of 
your subject by drawing in 
the background and 
cleaning up the edges.

Follow these steps to create a successful oil pastel drawing

SECTION F – Painting with Water Colours

1. Swipe your damp brush over the water 
colour block you want several times, to 
load the brush with a lot of paint

2. Use small brush strokes to control where 
the paint goes and to stay in the lines

3. Blend your colours on the water colour
palette’s lid or on the water colour blocks

4. Make sure you refresh the water in your 
pot often, so you can effectively clean your 
brush when you need to

5. Create smooth colour transitions from one 
colour to the other in your paintings using 
a clean, damp brush and brushing back 
and forth between the two colours to blur 
the edge between them

6. Add Tints, Tones and Shades to your 
shapes in the painting, to give your work 
Form (make it look 3D)

Section D

1. What is Realistic Art?
2. What is Idealised Art?
3. What is Expressionist Art?
4. What is Abstract Art?

Section C
1. What is Simplification in Art?
2. How far back can we find simplification in art?
3. What does an artist do to create a simplified image?
4. What can simplification be used for in art?
5. What does a simplified design do?


